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Abstract. The distribution of goods based on road services in urban areas contribute to traffic congestion, and generates environmental impacts As a consequence the design and evaluation of City Logistics applications requires an integrated modeling framework in which all components could work together. including also the dynamic aspects of the underlying road network, namely if ICT applications are taken into account. This paper presents a methodological proposal based on an integration of vehicle routing and, dynamic traffic simulation models that emulate the actual traffic conditions to determine the optimal dynamic routing and scheduling of the vehicle, that has been developed and tested in the European Project MEROPE of the INTERREG IIIB Programme, and in the national project SADERYL, sponsored by the Spanish DGCYT based on the microscopic  traffic simulator AIMSUN.  

1. Introduction 

Logistics, as defined by the Council of Logistics Management, [4], is that part of the supply chain process that plans, implements, and controls the efficient, effective flow and storage of goods, services, and related information form the point of origin to the point of consumption in order to meet customers’ requirements. However, when logistics activities take place in urban areas they show unique characteristics making them different from the general logistics activities that is the reason why freight transport in urban areas, and specifically the freight flows associated to the supply of city centres with goods is usually referred to as “city logistics”. Taniguchi et al. [18] define City Logistics as “the process of totally optimising the logistics and transport activities by private companies in urban areas while considering the traffic environment, traffic congestion and energy consumption 
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within the framework of a market economy”. Among the special characteristics of urban freight transport there are two of particular relevance: its contribution to the traffic flows, and the subsequent environmental impacts. According to Koriath et al. [11] from the total traffic within urban areas, freight transport (lorries > 3,5 to) has an average share of about 10 %. If vans and cars, which are currently becoming more important, are included this share would be much more higher The importance of urban freight transport can also be shown by the cost distribution within the freight transport chain. The share of pick-up and delivery operations, which often take place in urban areas, on the total door-to-door cost is in combined transport about 40 % [9]. The weight of these costs is further increased by the reduction of stocks, the smaller size of consignments and the increase in their number. From a systems approach City Logistics systems have many components usually related to the stakeholders playing a role in the system, whose relationships can be described in the following terms: 
1. Shippers, as for example manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, etc. operating from 

Warehouses and/or City Logistics Centres, whose location should be appropriately determined when looking for optimal operations. 
2. Freight Carriers, i.e. Transporters, warehouse companies, operating the fleets supplying the customer’s demand, whose optimal operation  requires the appropriate decisions on fleet sizes, types of vehicles, vehicle’s routes, and 

scheduling, dispatching and monitoring systems 
3. Residents, Consumers and clients, in the urban area, located at specific points in the urban area, whose demands have to be supplied timely 
4. Administrators, at city levels in this context, who define the operational traffic and supply policies in the operational area. The involvement of such variety of stakeholders and applications means that the objectives of City Logistics Applications and their objectives are multiple and possibly conflicting. Public stakeholders will usually be interested namely in achieving social, economic, environmental or energetic objectives. While private stakeholders namely Private shippers and freight carriers are aimed to reduce their freight costs and to optimise their traffic flows in accordance to their specific needs, which aren’t conforming to the objectives of an overall optimisation. Taniguchi et al. [18] propose a methodology for the design of a City Logistics System which implies that: 
• Problems must be identified and defined: these can, primarily, be of: 

o Fleet planning and management o Environmental impacts o Traffic congestion 
• Evaluation criteria must be set up according to the objectives of the City Logistics Applications that can be primarily: o Socials: i.e. reductions in traffic congestion by a more efficient pick-up/delivery system that reduces the size of the fleets and maximized the load factor o Economic: derived from the reductions in fixed and operational costs o Environmental: as a consequence of the reduction of the emissions and noise o Energy consumption: derived from the reductions in fuel consumption or the resort to alternative energies. Therefore the evaluation criteria should be based on the suitable models for each purpose which should be multiple and usually conflicting since there are numerous 
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stakeholders involved, and take into account that, since there are a number of evaluation criteria for each stakeholder, it is difficult to determine a single evaluation measure for City Logistics Applications. This means that multi-objective evaluation techniques must be used to compare the performance of alternative schemes. According to these criteria the design and evaluation of City Logistics Systems requires the availability of the proper models for the location of the logistics centres, routing and scheduling the fleets of service vehicles, and measure the performance indices for the various evaluation criteria. 

2. Vehicle Routing and Scheduling Models and City Logistics 
According to Taniguchi et al. [18] Vehicle Routing and Scheduling Models provide the core techniques for modelling City Logistics. However, a main difference between vehicle routing algorithms, as they appear in the technical and scientific journals, and real problems in the context of City Logistics is that the assumption on the symmetry of the costs cij=cji no longer holds. In the context of City Logistics Systems it is clear that travels between demand sites, shop retailers, commerce, etc., and facilities, which are the City Logistics Centres, occur only on the street network or, equivalently in terms of the model, on the graph representation of the street network. A more realistic approach for City Logistics applications would be to obtain travel distances by applying a shortest route algorithm to a computerized model of the road network system, namely when travel times become the relevant data instead of distances. Figure 1 depicts an example of a digital map of a city and its representation in terms of a directed graph accounting for the directions of the streets, the turning movements at intersections, banned turns, etc.  The translation of the digital map of the road network to the directed graph representation, in terms of links and nodes for the Vehicle Routing algorithms, if automatically done, is not a straight forward procedure in the case of City Logistics applications. It must take explicitly into account turning movements, as they happen in the real network, with their associated costs as resulting from time settings of the traffic control systems at signalized intersections, or delay at intersections governed by give way or stop signals. In the translated graph, the costs are no longer symmetric as Figure 1 illustrates, 
that is cost are now asymmetric cij≠cji.  In the example of the Figure 1 the digital map of the city of Lucca, one of the test sites in project MEROPE, is depicted. To travel from the Logistic Centre in A, to customer in B, the shortest time travel path is highlighted (Figure 1a), while to travel fro B to A under the same conditions the vehicle should follow a different route (Figure 1b). This is due to the fact that in a urban environment routes using the streets have to account for one way streets, issues related to penalties at intersections, signalized as well as unsignalized, banned turning movements and/or U-turns, etc. That’s the reason why some authors make a distinction between Routing Problems and Street Routing Problems (see Bodin et al. [2-3], Golden [7]). A relevant aspect of this distinction concerns the concept of link cost the routing model (a similar comment is also valid for the network location problems in the City Logistics context) and its use in the analytical or heuristic algorithm that will find the solutions to the model. 
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(a)      (b) 
Figure 1. Network translation for Vehicle Routing Algorithms and Asymmetry of the 

travel costs in a urban network 

Figure2. Path from depot to customer on a street network 

Assuming in Figure 2 that the depot is represented by the red square and the customer by the blue ones, the cost c0i to travel from the depot, node 0, to the i-th customer, node i, is the cost of the path (highlighted in green in the figure) from the depot to the customer on the urban network. These costs, namely when are expressed in term of travel times, are 
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clearly not symmetric and the underlying graph to represent analytically the model, whose nodes are the depot and the customers, the links connect the nodes and the lick costs are the costs of travelling between links, is not Euclidean and the triangular property does not hold in it. We shall consequently draw our attention towards the models that deal explicitly with the asymmetry in the travel costs, as the most appropriate for urban routing problems.  A wide variety of algorithms from exact based on branch and bound, branch and cut, lagrangean relaxations, to heuristics and specially metaheuristics based on genetic, tabu search, scatter search, simulated annealing or ant colonies, have been proposed for the Asymmetric Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (ACVRP), for details on algorithms to solve the ACVRP and related models we recommend to see reference [16]. 

3. City Logistics and ICT 
The advent of ICT adds a new dimension to City Logistics applications, namely in what concerns the information systems and e-commerce which appear as the most influencing ones, nevertheless one must take into account that:  

• The changes implied by the e-commerce (B2B, B2C) on City Logistics may or may not contribute to alleviating traffic congestion and improve environment 
• Organizational changes as the concentration of logistic centres in Public Logistic terminals which location will require the use of the appropriate models. In other words realistic Network Location models become even more necessary. 

Figure 3. Conceptual diagram of an integrated “Routing-Simulation” approach for 
modelling “City Logistic” schemes in presence of ICT 

• From the operational point of view models for routing and scheduling vehicles, etc., should be available. Vehicle Routing and Scheduling provide the core techniques 
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for modeling City Logistics, as described in the previous section but, two cases of particular interest, in what concerns the ICT applications are: o When customers specify a time-window to be visited by the pick-up/delivery trucks o When the vehicle routing and scheduling has to be dynamic based on real time information. The information changes whilst vehicles are distributing goods and a sequential updating of routes should occur when new information is received. The types of real time information could be: 
� On system performance: Travel times (congestions, incidents and breakdowns), Service times, Waiting times 
� On customer demand: Location, Time window, Amount of goods, Priority 
� About the vehicle: Location, Load status 

Figure 4. Conceptual scheme for the evaluation of real-time fleet management systems 

Therefore models to account with this new dimension of City Logistics must be models that, further than including the main components of City Logistics  applications, should be able of including also the dynamic aspects required to model ICT applications. Methodological proposals of this type have been formulated by Taniguchi et al. [17], Taniguchi et al. [18], and Kohler [10]. Figure 3 summarizes the conceptual scheme of the 
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methodology proposed by Taniguchi, the dynamic traffic simulation models emulates the actual traffic conditions providing at each time interval the estimates of the current travel times, queues, etc. on each link of the road network, this will be the information used by the logistic model (i.e. a fleet management system identifying in real-time the positions of each vehicle in the fleet and its operational conditions  - type of load, available capacity, etc. – determines the optimal routing and scheduling of the vehicle. A further step the is the case of dynamic fleet management systems in which carrier fleet operators should be able to respond to changes in demand, driver and vehicle availability taking also into account the time changes in traffic network conditions. These systems are essential to take advantage of real-time information made possible by technological advances in location, communication and geographic information systems. To model properly this new dimension brought to City Logistics by ICT dynamic simulation models become a key component of the system. As Regan et. al, [14], point out,  such conditions can be represented effectively in a computer simulation modelling framework, which provides the requisite flexibility of strategy representation and complex process emulation for the evaluation of dynamic fleet management systems. The proposed approach, Regan et al, [15], complementary to that of Taniguchi includes an approach for generating a set of initial vehicle assignments that would take known and predicted future demands into account, and incorporate strategies for reacting to changes as they occur. The conceptual scheme of the modelling framework, adapted from the one proposed in [15], is depicted in Figure 4. In both approaches, for the evaluation of a generic City Logistics application as well as for the evaluation of real time fleet management applications the core models are Vehicle Routing Models able to interact with dynamic simulation models. 

4. Dynamic Fleet Management and Microscopic Simulation 
The dynamic information generated by the Microscopic Simulator AIMSUN NG [19], is the information that will be exchanged by the dynamic traffic simulator and the vehicle routing applications according to the conceptual schemes of figures 3 and 4. Figure 5 depicts an example of how the conceptual process described in figure 4 could be simulated on basis to the proposed microscopic simulation approach.  The various colors identify the initially assigned routes to a set of 5 vehicles and the order in which customers will be served according with the initial schedule. This corresponds to the Initial Operational Plan in Figure 4. The vehicle tracking in the microscopic simulation, emulates the real time fleet monitoring in the fleet management system. At time t after the trips have started a new customer calls for an unscheduled service. The simulation process emulates the real time vehicle monitoring, and therefore the positions and availabilities of the fleet vehicles are known. This is the information required “Dynamic Router and Scheduler” in the logic diagram in figure 4, to determine which vehicle will be assigned the new service (vehicles 1 and 2 would be the potential candidates in our example) and which will be the new route for the selected vehicle. Depending on the type of routing problem, the re-assignment could be based on the diversion and waiting strategies, proposed by Ichoua et al. [8], and Mitrovic-Minic and Laporte, [12-13], and Gendreau et al. [6], with the difference with respect to the original algorithms that now the travel times, current and forecasted can be provided by the microscopic simulator. 
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Figure 5. Dynamic vehicle rerouting in a real-time fleet management system 
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